SAFETY TALK
IMPORTANT
POINTS
WE ARE HIRING FOR
VARIOUS
POSITIONS. If you have
friends, family members or acquaintances
who are looking for
work, they can email
their resume to humanresource@labort
ek.com.

As much as it’s important for time cards
to be handed in on
time, it’s as important
that they are properly
filled-in and signed by
your supervisor at
work. You have in
your employment kit a
copy of a time card as
it should be filled-in.
Please refer to this
example. If you need
further
information,
please do not hesitate
to ask either Jean
Beauchamp or Natalie
Ferguson.
All incidents or accidents that happen
while at work and because of the work that
you are doing have to
be reported to LaborTek Immediately
WITHOUT EXCEPTIONS
Have a warm, safe,
and healthy month of
February.

Mary Collier

Health & Safety
mcollier@labortek.com

Tel: 613-741 1128
Fax: 613-741 1130
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Frostbite and Hypothermia
Frostbite and hypothermia
are cold-related emergencies that may quickly become life or limb threatening. Preventing cold-related
emergencies includes not
starting an activity in, on, or
around cold water unless
you know you can get help
quickly in an emergency.
Be aware of the wind chill.
Dress appropriately and
avoid staying in the cold too
long. Wear a hat and
gloves when appropriate
with layers of clothing.
Drink plenty of warm fluids
or warm water but avoid
caffeine and alcohol. Stay
active to maintain body
heat. Take frequent breaks
from the cold. Avoid unnecessary exposure of any part
of the body to the cold. Get
out of the cold immediately
if the signals of hypothermia or frostbite appear.
Frostbite is the freezing of a
specific body part such as
fingers, toes, the nose or
earlobes.
Signals of frostbite include:
1. Lack of feeling in the
affected area;
2.
Skin that appears
waxy, is cold to the
touch, or is discolored (flushed, white
or gray, yellow or
blue).
What to do for frostbite?

1. Move the person to a
warm place.
2. Handle the area gently;
never rub the affected area.
3. Warm gently by soaking
the affected area in warm water (100–105 degrees F) until
it appears red and feels
warm.
4. Loosely bandage the area
with dry, sterile dressings.
5. If the person’s fingers or
toes are frostbitten, place dry,
sterile gauze between them to
keep them separated.
6. Avoid breaking any blisters.
7. Do not allow the affected
area to refreeze.
8. Seek professional medical care as soon as possible.

What to do for hypothermia?

1. CALL 9-1-1 or the local
emergency number.
2. Gently move the person to
a warm place.
3. Monitor breathing and
circulation.
4. Give rescue breathing
and CPR if needed.
5. Remove any wet clothing
and dry the person.
6. Warm the person slowly
by wrapping in blankets
or by putting dry clothing
on the person. Hot water
bottles and chemical hot
packs may be used when
first wrapped in a towel
or blanket before applying. Do not warm the perHypothermia is another coldson too quickly, such as
related emergencies. Hypoby immersing him or her
thermia may quickly become
in warm water. Rapid
life threatening. Hypothermia
warming may cause danis caused by the cooling of
gerous heart arrhythmithe body caused by the failure
as. Warm the core first
of the body’s warming sys(trunk, abdomen), not the
tem. The goals of first aid are
extremities (hands, feet).
to restore normal body temThis is important to menperature and to care for any
tion because most peoconditions while waiting for
ple will try to warm hands
EMS personnel.
and feet first and that can
Signals of hypothermia incause shock.
clude

shivering

numbness

glassy stare

apathy

weakness

impaired judgment

loss of consciousness.
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